TEXAS COLONIAS: INJUSTICE BY DEFINITION
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I. INTRODUCTION

In Rio Grande City, Texas, the Martinez family, has an annual income of about $15,000 and worries about making their $200 monthly payments toward their home.¹ Last year, the family paid $700 for a septic tank.² Prior to that, the family had been using a bathroom in their relative’s house.³ This is not an unusual hardship according to residents of the Texas colonias. “How sad to be born here, live here all your life, die here, and not know what it is like to be an American,” said one resident while describing the deplorable living conditions in colonias.⁴

The United States-Mexico border stretches from Texas to California and is 1,933 miles long.⁵ The Texas-Mexico border alone is 1,254 miles long, extending from the Gulf of Mexico to El Paso, Texas.⁶ There are 2.7 million people living on the Texas side of the border, 87.8 percent of which are Hispanic.⁷ Border residents face grave financial struggles as 29.8 percent of the residents are below poverty level.⁸

* Caitlin A. Lewis grew up in Satellite Beach, Florida. After graduating high school, Caitlin attended Florida State University and earned a bachelors degree in Communications Studies with a minor focus in Political Science. Currently, Caitlin is attending Barry University School of Law and will be graduating May 2016.
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Colonias are usually characterized as rural or semi-rural slums inhabited by Mexican-origin immigrants and Mexican Americans. Colonias are specifically defined in federal law as identifiable communities along the US-Mexico Border region which includes: Arizona, California, New Mexico and Texas. Colonias lack basic necessities such as potable water, adequate sewage systems, and decent, safe and sanitary housing. In the Texas Colonias alone, dire living conditions have resulted in adverse public health and environmental effects on low income minority residents.

This Comment examines the socioeconomic and environmental burdens faced by Texas colonias and the public and private attempts to address these hardships. Part II provides a history and overview of the Texas colonias. Part III discusses the lack of potable water supply, access to sanitation systems, basic health care, and their lasting effects on Texas colonias. Part IV examines state and federal programs and their impact. Part V explores the call for a statewide definition and declassification of Texas colonias. Finally, Part VI of this Comment considers the future for Texas colonias.

II. HISTORY AND OVERVIEW OF TEXAS COLONIAS

“Colonia” is the Spanish word for neighborhood or community. The typical suburban American neighborhoods are not reflective of the border communities in Texas. The Texas Secretary of State defines “colonias” as economically distressed areas that often lack some of the most basic living necessities: potable water and sewer systems, electricity, paved roads, and safe and sanitary housing. There are
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10 42 U.S.C. § 1479(f)(8) (2000) (defining a colonia for the purposes of identifying which types of housing in undeserved areas would receive assistance from the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development).
approximately 400,000 people living in 2,300 colonias in Texas.\textsuperscript{15} Roughly half of these are in Hidalgo County alone.\textsuperscript{16} Almost 100,000 of these residents are children.\textsuperscript{17} Most of those residents are tax-paying American citizens, receiving little benefit from their government.\textsuperscript{18} Additionally, many of those residents are veterans.\textsuperscript{19} While there are colonias dispersed throughout the state, most of the colonias are located along the US-Mexico border.\textsuperscript{20}

In order to understand how these communities struggle, it is important to look to the history of colonias in Texas. The formation of colonias along the Texas-Mexico border can be traced back to the 1950s.\textsuperscript{21} Unscrupulous farmers and land developers, seeing the demand for housing by migrant workers, divided land into small lots and sold them to low-income individuals seeking affordable housing.\textsuperscript{22} These developers created unincorporated subdivisions with promises of water, sewage, electricity and other necessary services but most of those promises went unfulfilled.\textsuperscript{23} Further, these developers have and continue to charge up to twenty-five percent interest on these illegal mortgages.\textsuperscript{24}

Most of the lands sold to first time homebuyers were agriculturally worthless because they were located on floodplains or in dismal rural areas.\textsuperscript{25} These lots were usually sold to low-income buyers through a contract for deed with a minimum down payment and low monthly
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payments. Since the residents were unable to obtain the title to the property until the final payment was due, they were viewed as merely occupying land.

The expansion of colonias continued. New colonias appeared and existing ones continued to expand due to the limited affordable housing along the border, paired with the rising need for housing due to the onset of the maquiladora program, a cross border free trade zone factory program in Juarez and El Paso. While many of the developments’ first settlers were born in Mexico, according to the Texas Secretary of State’s website, most colonias residents are now in the United States legally; 64.4 percent of all colonias residents, and eighty-five percent of residents under eighteen, were born in the United States.

Today the average per capita income in Texas colonias is $14,200 per year as compared to the rest of the state, which averages $25,800 per year. The typical cost of a lot in a colonias community is between $3,000 and $12,000. Due to the low-income population, colonias homes are usually built on a cash basis, meaning wall-by-wall, built over the course of many years. This piecemeal approach to construction usually leaves many of the homes in colonias: far below the minimum standards for safety, and lacking the necessary sanitation needed for habitation.

Colonias dwellings often lack any central heating or cooling systems, and the systems that do exist are typically homemade and inefficient. To make matters more difficult, the cooling and heating
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systems are typically gas or diesel powered, forcing residents to choose between: running base-line appliances such as refrigerators, pumping water, or creating a livable environment in the home. Many homes borrow electricity from neighboring homes, using long systems of extension cords.

An ongoing difficulty in tracking colonias stems from a lack of agreement as to the definition of a colonia, and when a colonias community ceases to fit under this definition. In 2005, through the leadership of Senator Judith Zaffirini and Representative Ryan Guillen, the Texas Legislature passed Senate Bill 827, which mandated the creation of a colonias tracking system to better identify, track, and address the individual needs of colonias. Led by the Office of the Texas Secretary of State, a working group of Texas health, water, and housing agencies adopted an existing system and used it to create a database. Each colonias received a unique identification number and an Ombudsman collected infrastructure, demographic, and health related criteria from the relevant counties.

After collecting this data, the colonias were sorted by category based on state of infrastructure, allowing Texas to track the progress of legislative projects. The end result became the Colonia Health, Infrastructure, and Platting Status tool (CHIPS) database. Using this new system, Texas was able to identify within six populous counties, 1,786 colonias with a population of 359,825 residents, 1,092 counties, having a population of 249,675 residents, either have complete or partial services and 442 colonias with 62,675 residents still lack services altogether.
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III. LACK OF POTABLE WATER SUPPLY, ACCESS TO SANITATION SYSTEMS, BASIC HEALTH CARE AND THEIR EFFECTS ON TEXAS COLONIAS

In July of 2010, the United Nations (U.N.) declared access to clean water and sanitation a human right. The U.N. created a global challenge through its Millennium Project to reduce by half the portion of worldwide population without sustainable access to clean drinking water and basic sanitation by the year 2015.

From a global perspective, there are 884 million people in the world who do not have access to clean, safe drinking water. That equates to one in nine people without clean, safe drinking water. “2.6 billion people lack access to basic sanitation”, or in other words, “one in three persons are without a proper sanitation system”. Additionally, two million tons of sewage is discharged each day into the world’s water supply. Due to these deplorable conditions, approximately 3.5 million people die each year due to inadequate water supply, sanitation and hygiene.

The burden of water disparity regarding access to basic piping and catchment systems for drinking water or basic sanitation falls almost exclusively on the world’s poor, who are largely non-white and located in informal settlements. These current water disparities exist in America. It is nearly unimaginable that such third world conditions...
exist in Texas colonias communities along the United States-Mexico border.  

The unregulated colonias have evolved into unincorporated municipalities. Due to the lack of local government guidance and regulation, these colonias have no basic zoning regulations, taxing structure, or eminent domain policies. This leaves them lacking basic infrastructure, meaning no water or sewage lines servicing these poverty-stricken residents.

Lack of potable water is one essential component that defines colonias. “Certainly, clean and fresh water is not a reality for these colonias residents.” The water they use to wash dishes or in bathrooms still comes from private wells, and in the worst case, it comes out dirty or does not come out at all. Residents cannot drink well water and they spend about two dollars every day for a five gallon bottled water. Obtaining water for drinking, bathing, cleaning dishes, or even cooking can prove to be very difficult for colonias communities. Some residents dig shallow wells, while others buy water by the bucket or drum to meet their needs. In the San Carlos colonia, a truck driver goes out daily to fill a large container and distributes it to the neighborhood.

Those that choose to buy water by the drum as their families’ water supply face challenges unique to storing the potable water. Storing this...
potable water correctly is imperative. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) proper water storage includes: label storage container as “drinking water and include storage date, replace water not commercially bottled every six months, keep water stored in a place with a fairly constant cool temperature, and do not store water in direct sunlight.” The CDC warns, “water from sources outside the home must be treated…do not drink water that has an unusual odor or color, or that you know or suspect might be contaminated with fuel or toxic chemicals; use a different source of water.” With colonias resembling third world shantytowns and dealing with excruciating desert-like Texas heat, there is little room for these colonias residents to properly store their potable water to ensure safe consumption.

Most colonias do not have sewage lines to service their residents. Colonias residents are forced to create private sanitary sewage systems through open pit cesspools, septic tanks, or outhouses. This improperly treated human waste seeps into the soil, contaminates ground water and well water sources.

Colonias are also food deserts. Supermarkets are far away from most Colonia neighborhoods and transportation is often an obstacle. Obesity and diabetes rates are among the highest in the country. Non-traditional food vendors have become common, especially mobile vendors and flea markets. While these vendors provide options nearby,
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the quality of their products is nutritionally lacking.\footnote{Id.} Fast food options are typically the closest, with limited supermarket options being the farthest.\footnote{Joseph R. Sharkey et al., Association between Neighborhood Need and Spatial Access to Food Stores and Fast Food Restaurants in Neighborhoods of Colonias, INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF HEALTH GEOGRAPHICS (Feb. 2009), http://www.ij-healthgeographics.com/content/8/1/9.} Residents also are unable to compare prices or value shop.\footnote{Id.} These factors lead to families purchasing foods with higher fat contents and children often purchasing unhealthy foods independently.\footnote{Joseph R. Sharkey et al., Convenience Stores are the Key Food Environment Influence on Nutrients Available from Household Food Supplies in Texas Border Colonias, BMC PUBLIC HEALTH, (Jan. 2013), http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2458/13/45.}

Complicating environmental factors, many colonias residents fall into a coverage gap in the new national healthcare law.\footnote{Alex Ura, Trying to Help Thousands in Colonias Obtain Health Coverage, N.Y. TIMES (Feb. 22, 2014), http://www.nytimes.com/2014/02/23/us/trying-to-help-thousands-in-colonias-obtain-health-coverage.html.} The uninsured rate in these communities ranges between fifty percent and eighty percent of residents.\footnote{Id.} For those with public insurance, wait times often last a month to see a healthcare professional.\footnote{See Muñoz, supra note 19.} One doctor reported that patients often leave broken bones untreated for weeks.\footnote{Rio Grande Valley Colonias, Part 1, Fox 2, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aE3RPUdvaL4 (last visited Jan. 26, 2015).} Likewise, residents are hesitant to travel south to Mexico for cheaper medical treatment due to drug and gang violence.\footnote{See Ura, supra note 83.} Most residents are unable to receive treatment for high rates of asthmas, rashes, and lice infestations.\footnote{Emily Ramshaw, Conditions, Health Risks Sicken Colonias Residents, THE TEX. TRIBUNE (July 10, 2011), http://www.texastribune.org/2011/07/10/conditions-health-risks-sicken-colonias-residents/.} Additionally, Tuberculosis, Lyme disease, and Dengue fever are also found in these communities.\footnote{Id.} Further, public health departments as a whole all report that cholera, hepatitis A, salmonellosis, and dysentery all exceed the state average.\footnote{Id.}
While colonias are usually served by public schools, they lack the infrastructure to support education in home. 91 Residents typically do not have access to phone, cable, or Internet. 92 Further, the access roads to these communities are often flooded out, cutting them off from work and school. 93

In 1996, the Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs adopted a set of minimum “Colonias Housing Standards” which included provisions on sanitary facilities in colonias homes. 94 “The dwelling unit shall contain its own sanitary facilities which will be in proper working condition, which can be used in privacy, and which are adequate for personal cleanliness and the disposal of human waste: (1) a sink, bathtub and/or shower, and flush toilet shall be a room separate from the other parts of the unit, and (2), the unit’s sanitary facilities shall be connected to an approved sewer or septic system.” 95

For every US one dollar spent on sanitation, it brings a five dollar and fifty cent return by keeping people healthy and productive. 96 Colonias face mild to severe health risks due to the lack of clean potable water and necessary sanitation services. 97 Poor sanitation and contaminated water are linked to transmission of diseases such as cholera, diarrhea, dysentery, hepatitis A, and typhoid. 98 Every year there are two million diarrheal deaths related to unsafe water, sanitation, and hygiene—the vast majority among children under five years old. 99 The rate of tuberculosis in the colonias is double that of the Texas rate. 100 Public health departments report rates of cholera, hepatitis A, salmonellosis and dysentery in the colonias that far exceed the state
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average. In addition, inadequate or absent water and sanitation services in health care facilities put already vulnerable patients at additional risk of infection and disease.

IV. EXAMINING STATE AND FEDERAL PROGRAMS AND THEIR IMPACT ON TEXAS COLONIAS

In 1989, the seventy-first Texas Legislature passed comprehensive legislation that established the Economically Distressed Area Program (EDAP) to be administered by the Texas Water Development Board (TWDB) and established the Model Subdivision Rules for the regulation of future residential subdivisions. These laws focused on two major goals: delivering water and wastewater services to meet the immediate health and safety concerns, and stopping the proliferation of sub-standard subdivisions through tougher enforcement of development standards. The program originally applied to border counties but was expanded statewide in 2005.

The EDAP program provides financial assistance in the form of a grant, or a combination grant/loan to disadvantaged political subdivisions, including cities, counties, water districts and non-profit water supply corporations. Grants and loans are administered to fund the planning, acquisition, design, and construction of much needed basic water and wastewater infrastructure. These EDAP projects can include: wastewater treatment plants, water towers, water storage tanks, sewers, pipelines, fire hydrants and numerous other water delivery systems.

Between 1989 and 2005, Texas spent $425 million on colonias projects. The citizens of Texas approved a $250 million dollar bond
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water projects in 1989 and an additional $175 million for road paving in 2001.\textsuperscript{110} This improved conditions for the 145,408 colonias residents living in the 636 colonias receiving benefits. The EDAP itself has spent over a half billion dollars in water projects construction and planning.\textsuperscript{111} These funds, while significant, are intermittent in their dispersal and it has been recommended by state agencies that a permanent fund be established.\textsuperscript{112}

This financial assistance has been aided since 2005 by the CHIPS database.\textsuperscript{113} Colonias are divided by their level of health risk: high, medium, or low, to help determine how EDAP funds are best spent.\textsuperscript{114} This has resulted in greater efficiency and cooperation between involved agencies.\textsuperscript{115} The US Environmental Protection Agency had reduced federal funds by fifty percent in the previous years, making this great efficiency necessary.\textsuperscript{116} Since 2005, over 250 colonias have been moved out of the high-risk category.\textsuperscript{117}

All political subdivisions, including cities, counties, water districts, and nonprofit water supply corporations, are eligible to apply for funds.\textsuperscript{118} The applicant must be capable of maintaining and operating the completed system.\textsuperscript{119} Furthermore, the applicant is also responsible for securing any necessary water permits or rights, wastewater discharge permits, and any other required licenses to complete and maintain the project.\textsuperscript{120}

To receive funds, an applicant must reside in an economically distressed area.\textsuperscript{121} According to the TWDB, an economically distressed area has “the following characteristics: the median household income less than seventy-five percent of the median state household income; the water supply or sewer services are inadequate to meet minimal needs of
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residential users; the financial resources are inadequate to provide water supply or sewer services to satisfy those needs; and the area was an established residential subdivision as of June 1, 2005.”

Unfortunately, certain Texas municipalities have fallen short in implementing the programs funded by the state and federal government. Santa Rosa failed to utilize a four million dollar grant in 2002, which would have built sewer services for the Grande Acres colonia. As a result, each heavy rain flooded septic systems threatening to spread infection throughout the community.

Other communities have had to force their local governments to act through voter registration efforts, becoming voting blocs powerful enough to oust local elected officials who fail to act. Cameron Park, outside of Brownsville, took this approach and in ten years, paved ninety percent of its roads and built sidewalks, streetlights, and bus stops. Community Centers, including the Brownsville Housing Center for Cameron Park and Colonias Unidas in Las Lomas in Starr County, have become focal points for action.

Proyecto Azteca is a leading group advocating for home upgrades. They serve as a bridge between the communities and government programs. Proyecto Azteca is currently helping residents build sustainable homes with energy efficient appliances, solar panels, and rain harvested water. Homeowners in their communities pay between $400 and $500 a month, but do so interest free.
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The US Housing and Urban Development Department is now passing grants through nonprofits, such as Accion Texas.\textsuperscript{133} Accion Texas is a not-for-profit micro-lender that will invest in business loan financing and project developments to create more affordable housing projects within Texas colonias.\textsuperscript{134} Colonia residents often report being unsatisfied with larger government programs, preferring local efforts that lack cultural gaps.\textsuperscript{135} Distrust in government has led to many residents avoiding the 2010 census, despite most residents being American citizens.\textsuperscript{136}

The United States Department of Agriculture Rural Development program has begun an all-inclusive approach.\textsuperscript{137} By partnering with local health programs, such as the Indian Health Service, it has begun building wastewater plants that can service a colonia area.\textsuperscript{138} These facilities will serve the current population with the capacity to anticipate future growth.\textsuperscript{139} In conjunction with this, they are producing modular bathroom structures with sanitary systems, including a toilet, shower, water heater, and indoor/outdoor lighting that can be connected to wastewater systems and placed adjacent to an existing home.\textsuperscript{140}

These initiatives are part of a one billion dollar investment spearheaded by the Obama administration, directly addressing the water inequality faced by colonia communities, especially those in remote areas that have not experienced revitalization efforts.\textsuperscript{141} When successfully implemented, colonia neighborhoods can be improved to
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modern standards.\textsuperscript{142} New structures are often typical modern American homes, with driveways and multi-car garages.\textsuperscript{143}

Adopting Model Subdivision Rules for regulating subdivisions is required by the city or county where the project is located prior to applying for financial assistance.\textsuperscript{144} These rules must be consistent with the model rules adopted by the TWDB.\textsuperscript{145} The purpose of these rules are to promote the public health of the county residents, to ensure that adequate water and wastewater facilities are provided in subdivisions within the jurisdiction of this county, and to apply the minimum state standards for water and wastewater facilities to these subdivisions.\textsuperscript{146}

These Model Subdivision Rules detail restrictions on dividing land and the amount of dwellings on particular types of plats.\textsuperscript{147} For example, the establishment of a residential development with two or more lots of five acres or less where the water supply and sewer services do not meet the minimum standards of this division is strictly prohibited.\textsuperscript{148} Additionally, a subdivision with lots of five acres or less is presumed to be a residential development unless the land is restricted to nonresidential use on the final plat and all deeds and contracts for deeds.\textsuperscript{149} The rules dictate that there can be no more than one single-family detached dwelling located on each lot and this restriction must be noted on the final plat and in all deeds or contracts for deeds for real estate sold within the subdivision.\textsuperscript{150}

There are generally three ways to provide the water supply requirements for adequate drinking water mandated by the Model Subdivision Rules.\textsuperscript{151} The applicant can connect to an existing public water system, create a new public water utility provider that complies with the requirements of the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ), or install individual wells that meet public drinking water standards.\textsuperscript{152} Whichever option the applicant deems appropriate for their area, the rules require that the applicant certify that they will
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provide thirty years of service or supply to serve the needs to of the subdivision or area.  

Waste disposal systems are also required of these applicants living in economically distressed areas and the rules specifically provide for three general ways to comply with these sewage system requirements. The applicant can connect to an existing wastewater utility, create a new central wastewater provider, or install on-site sewage facilities meeting the state requirements.

In addition, the model rules require that setbacks from the roads and right-of-ways be a minimum of ten feet and setbacks from adjacent property lines be a minimum of five feet. This allows for future projects to meet nationally recognized fire codes and provide water lines sized properly for fire protection.

As of February 2009, more than forty counties have adopted the Model Subdivision Rules and some fifty-eight cities within those counties have also successfully adopted them. A notable success is the Indian Hills East Community in Hidalgo County. This colonia, adjacent to the Capisallo Heights colonia, was largely undeveloped before 2005. Since then, the community has developed with adequate water and power access. Overall, the adoption of Model Subdivision Rules has greatly cut the amount of homes lacking access to electricity.

A criticism of the Model Subdivision Rules is that while it aids new development, it also prevents improvement and investments in many of the existing developments. The requirement to fully build out or bond infrastructure before selling a lot has curbed private investment,
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increasing reliance on government funding. The permitting process to upgrade existing structures is often too expensive for colonias owners to legally utilize.

The model rules set forth by the TWDB are enforced by the adopting county or city and by the office of the Attorney General. Civil and criminal penalties may apply to developers who fail to provide adequate water, waste systems and for failure to file a plat or for the conveyance of a property without adequate water services. Since 1995, the Attorney General has obtained eighty-seven judgments against developers who are selling land to residents lacking proper infrastructure. The office of the Attorney General has faced a shortage in funds to investigate border communities and this has limited its enforcement power.

V. CALLING FOR A STATEWIDE DEFINITION FOR TEXAS COLONIAS

While the Model Subdivision Rules greatly aided many communities, they have major problems stemming from the fact that they are focused on the infrastructure surrounding the homes, but not the homes themselves. Going forward in order to solve the long-term plights facing colonias, the state of Texas must do the following things: redefine colonias to account for infrastructure surrounding environment and the homes themselves; create a mechanism to add communities to the list of colonias and remove them when proper improvement have been made; and empower the counties to have the proper authority to oversee colonias.
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Despite having modern infrastructure surrounding them, there are still homes made out of shipping palates. As Proyecto Azteca’s Executive Director Ann Williams Cass observed, many residents living in Model Subdivisions live in “dilapidated mobile homes or go to the grocery store and get palates and build their homes out of these palates”. She continued by saying, “we even have pictures of these folks building their homes out of old campaign billboards.” Homes need to be made out of sustainable materials, like the one Proyecto Azteca is currently building in Edcouch. Proyecto Azteca went beyond simple addresses of infrastructure with this project and took a wholesale approach with its planning. It is Silver LEED-certified and will house thirty-two families when it first opens. It is the first LEED-certified neighborhood south of Austin in any circumstance. These homes were built to survive harsh Texas weather, with metal roofs, rain harvest systems, solar panels, and energy efficient appliances. These residents are “creative and resilient, but the living standards for Model Subdivision homes are way below par”.

Proyecto Azteca’s approach used private foundation equity and required each family in Edcouch to contribute 550 hours of work time. The mortgages are forty years long and fixed at $500 a month. This top to bottom form of self-empowerment is a new approach to addressing the systemic problems faced by Colonias. Proyecto Azteca took a long-term approach instead of a ‘band-aid’ fix that will allow this community and future ones like it thrive.
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Beyond home construction, it is necessary to address the basic components of neighborhood construction that impact health. Model Subdivision Rules moved Colonias forward by providing access to clean water but did not address the human aspects of day-to-day life. When children still were going without exercise, and the majority of children were overweight or obese, Dr. Nelda Mier used a Salud America! grant to study how to increase healthy habits in Colonias residents. Dr. Mier found that children were not active because they had no access to sidewalks or parks. Children were both aware of this and of the negative effects it was having. Dr. Mier says, “they even brought up that more exercise would help them handle stress, and they felt bad about the amount of TV watching they did”.

Streetlights and playgrounds are rare and what equipment children had access to was typically rusty and decrepit. Working with Proyecto Azteca, Dr. Mier found funding sources and integrated these findings into the planning of the Edcouch community. Because of this, residents will enjoy access to sidewalks, a playground, basketball courts, hiking trails, and a community center.

It is also necessary to expand the scope of services beyond just the Colonias but to the Texas Border Region as a whole. Recently, an elementary school in La Villa, Texas, temporarily shut down due to an argument with the city utility company over water rates. The disconnected political entities have been unable to unify their water
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systems for a much needed water upgrade.195 “Basically, it’s planning and lack of money, and lack of management,” said Carlos Acevedo, a senior project manager for the Border Environment Cooperation Commission, which is a binational agency addressing the environmental impact of towns along the Mexico-US Border.196 There is a high turnover rate in small border towns and there is rarely a consistent direction or long term plan.197 While funds are available for the Colonias neighborhoods to aide these situations, money should also be available for the needed services these communities rely on but cannot obtain.198

Like the fines of the Model Subdivision Rules, the TCEQ fines are crippling instead of enabling.199 Texas needs to move away from punitive forms of treatment and instead find ways to reach long term solutions.200 Fines run as high as $10,000 a day and the Commission orders will put the town into $140,000 of debt.201 The TCEQ should also speed its grant process.202 A sewer project outside of Donna, Texas took two years to move through the application process before construction could begin.203 Along with EDAP projects, TCEQ grants that benefit Colonias are given less priority than those that benefit municipal residents.204 Projects are also hampered by obtrusive reporting requirements.205 In both the 2010 and 2014 Colonias Initiatives Programs Reports to the Texas Legislature, they recommended changing reporting requirements from quarterly to annually to lessen
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administrative costs and cut down on the occurrence of double reporting.\textsuperscript{206, 207} The Colonias Self Help Center program is one government entity that could be used to better effect.\textsuperscript{208} Created in 1995 to address the five neediest Colonias in several counties, the self-help centers go beyond community infrastructure and help residents build new and safe homes.\textsuperscript{209} If these programs were expanded and better funded, they would be able to serve as a focal point for state and federal funding flowing into new home efforts.\textsuperscript{210} Currently they only serve 10,000 residents in twenty-eight Colonias.\textsuperscript{211} The funding is also limited to 1.5 million dollars per year, a small sum compared to what is spent on new water systems and roads.\textsuperscript{212}

It is difficult to assess the efficacy of state and federal dollars spent on colonias communities because the list of colonias does not get smaller.\textsuperscript{213} Despite communities incorporating, or upgrading to modern standards, they still appear on the state colonias list.\textsuperscript{214} State agencies use seven different colonias definitions, which can vary widely.\textsuperscript{215} The following definition of a colonia from the Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs is an example of a thorough definition by one state agency:

A “Colonia,” Spanish for neighborhood or community, is a geographic area located within 150 miles of the Texas-Mexico border that has a majority population composed of individuals and families of low and very low income. These families lack safe, sanitary and sound housing and are without basic services such as potable water, adequate sewage systems, drainage, utilities, and paved roads. With living conditions often compared to Third World countries, the colonias present one of the most critical housing needs in the State. Housing in
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the colonias is primarily constructed with scarce materials. Professional builders are rarely used. Residents frequently start with makeshift structures of wood, cardboard or other materials, and as finances allow they continue to improve their homes.\textsuperscript{216}

For the last five years, the Colonias Initiative Program has asked the Texas legislature to address the redefinition and declassification issues. According to the Texas Secretary of State, there are various definitions for colonias by state agencies due to funding requirements. “The differences among its applied definitions are attributed to the varying emphases placed on its specific characteristics by government agencies and codes. Consequently, the characteristics that define a colonia differ according to the type of agency, government code or issue being addressed at any given time.” \textsuperscript{217} This has led to many communities being misidentified as Colonias. \textsuperscript{218} Because cities and counties can request that a community receive a Colonias designation, but there is a lack of funding to confirm, these misidentifications can happen, allowing other funding and resources to eventually be diverted from the communities where they are most needed.\textsuperscript{219}

There should be one statewide definition with a multifaceted checklist that determines whether a neighborhood qualifies as a colonia and then should be appropriately added or removed from the master state colonias list.\textsuperscript{220} To achieve this, the Texas Legislature should create the system in statute.\textsuperscript{221} By tracking the inclusion and exclusion of communities on the colonias list, state and federal dollars can be better prioritized.\textsuperscript{222} Local leaders would also be empowered to direct their own efforts as well as those of nonprofits to the areas most in need.\textsuperscript{223}

Within the colonias list, the severity rankings from the CHIPS database
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should play a larger role in directing funds to the most immediate needs.\textsuperscript{224} Unfortunately, the Texas Legislature, which meets biennially, has failed to pass any legislation for Colonias since 2005, and has filed no legislation for the 2015 Legislative Session.\textsuperscript{225} Some legislators representing these even claimed to be unaware of these reports or their recommendations.\textsuperscript{226} Another legislator suggested this be done without legislative action and instead as a joint effort between state agencies.\textsuperscript{227}

Furthermore, the Texas Legislature needs to fund a comprehensive survey of all Colonias.\textsuperscript{228} Texas needs an up to date assessment of the state of its Colonias communities and the state of their infrastructure, as well as locations and populations.\textsuperscript{229} This has been a request from both the 2010 and 2014 Colonias Initiatives Program Reports to the Texas Legislature.\textsuperscript{230} The Colonias Initiatives Program Reports indicate great progress that has been made but demonstrate the many roadblocks facing true assessment and rehabilitation.\textsuperscript{231}

Since its inception, Texas has deferred to property owners when crafting its constitution and legislation.\textsuperscript{232} Because of Texas’ devotion to property rights, expanding counties zoning authority has always been met with opposition.\textsuperscript{233} This devotion is ingrained the constitution.\textsuperscript{234} Counties have minimal autonomy from the state and have no general ordinance making authority.\textsuperscript{235} While counties were granted the
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authority to impose platting requirements by House Bill 1001 in 1995, they are still very limited in what they can do.236

Currently in Texas, only cities and towns have the authority to create and enforce building codes.237 Counties have no mechanism by which they can enforce housing standards in the unincorporated areas within their boundaries.238 The County Commissioners Court is the ruling body for each county and is limited in its scope of jurisdiction.239 Each Court has four elected commissioners and is chaired by the county judge.240 By constitutional authority, the court sets the county budget, sets the tax rate, approves subdivision platting, and may oversee county activities such as bridge and road repair, local courts, or county hospital administration.241

Any city with a population over 5,000 people has the authority to adopt a home rule charter that gives it a great deal of autonomy, while counties remain a creation of state statute.242 Home Rule Cities have “inherited powers” that the Legislature can neither grant nor deny.243 While these cities would be able to yield greater influence over Colonias, they are rarely incorporated into city limits.244 Residents have historically opposed bringing the Colonias into their city limits.245 Further, the Colonias would also require more tax dollars than their inclusion would provide.246
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One exception is the West Donna Colonias Project, which received over five million dollars in sewer work.\textsuperscript{247} The City of Donna can legally grow up to thirty percent over three years, although annexation is looking to bring the Colonias into its boundaries.\textsuperscript{248} Donna found that annexation would allow proper planning in the future, benefiting both residents and the environment.\textsuperscript{249} The City’s EDAP grant helped subsidize current construction while including Colonias needs.\textsuperscript{250}

Border counties have broader authority, but are still limited.\textsuperscript{251} Local Government Code, chapter 232, subchapter B allows Counties within fifty miles of the border set subdivision regulations requiring that water and wastewater facilities meet minimum state standards and that solid waste disposal service meets state and county standards.\textsuperscript{252} These “Subchapter B Counties” are able to enforce Colonias prevention laws.\textsuperscript{253} These laws only apply to communities that were platted after 1989, the numerous Colonias that predate this were grandfathered in.\textsuperscript{254} The funding for these programs overwhelmingly went towards water programs and funding to address actual living conditions was nonexistent.\textsuperscript{255} Even success stories such as Cameron Park suffered from lack of homes that are capable of accessing the new infrastructure.\textsuperscript{256} Because of the grandfathered plats, the Model Subdivision Rules also encouraged infilling in existing Colonias, exasperating community problems.\textsuperscript{257}

While Colonias are addressed in an American context, it is worthwhile to study the response of the Mexican Government towards these communities.\textsuperscript{258} Mexico and the Mexican States normalized the state of these Colonias and they became effective voter blocs.\textsuperscript{259} Mexico actively sought to meet the Colonias and their residents where they were at instead of enforcing unreasonable regulations that only worsen the
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situation for citizens. Mexican Colonias are also incorporated as part of the surrounding communities, making integration easier. The Texas Legislature should incentivize Texas Municipalities to annex Colonias and take them under their long-term care.

VI. CONCLUSION

Looking forward, by 2017 the Texas Legislature should pass encompassing legislation to consolidate and overhaul its many disparate programs serving the Colonias. Grants from the EDAP and the TCEQ should be combined. A streamlined process should be developed that addresses needs quickly. Because of the volatility and lack of stability in local government, more grants should be available to local non-for profit organizations as well.

This legislation should also redefine how Texas views and defines Colonias. There should be one single definition for all state agencies and cabinet departments. This definition should include a road map for declassification. Within the definition, the CHIPS database should be integrated. Funding priority should immediately go to the direst Colonias.

The Model Subdivision Rules should also be revisited and repealed. These rules were meant to stop the proliferation of Colonias neighborhoods but only led to denser existing Colonias. A new code should be established that includes rehabilitative instead of punitive options. This should also be tied into Housing Grants that help create more neighborhoods like the ones Proyecto Azteca is constructing.

Finally, any legislation considered should be proactive instead of reactive. The Colonias in Texas are not a problem in themselves but instead represent American citizens facing great hardships. They should not be punished but empowered to take control of their own communities with the same resources available to the rest of Texas.

Admirable progress has been made in dealing with the Texas colonias communities in the past two decades. But while improvements have been made, efforts have been uneven and often come up short, prolonging the environmental crisis faced by residents. Large bureaucratic programs are well intentioned, but unfortunately lack a local interface to maximize effectiveness. State and federal grant
programs lose their effectiveness when relying on local governments that change direction with every election. Instead, these programs must partner with local nonprofits and community centers, standing programs that understand the unique needs of each colonia.

Furthermore, Texas must look beyond community infrastructure and focus on individual family units. Modern infrastructure is useless when the homes surrounding it have no way to connect into it. Outdated programs must be reevaluated and reformed so that residents receive self-empowerment instead of punitive action. Only then will Texas be able to modernize these communities and fully mitigate their negative human and environmental impacts.